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Bird Chat is a software suite, including server and client components, providing tools and environment to run instant messaging and chat application on the

server side. As much clients may be installed and launched for users on workstations. Instant messaging may be used as collaborative in working production

environment, or in playing or thematic groups as well. The server component is designed to manage users with sufficient security conditions, with users'

flow control mechanism to control possible garbage on the server from robots and automated messaging external software. Another feature is designed using

customizable artificial intelligence for chat animation by generating a regulated traffic. The software technology used allows low ressources consumption

either on the server and the client side using few internal and network power. So the server can manage lots of clients without overflow risks. The server user

interface provides features for regular transactions and a log file stores events and transactions to allow traceability and security of the system. The client

user interface is easy to use and powerful. Users can manage a list of available servers, iwhen particpating to several users networks. Features: ? graphical

user interface (GUI), kick support, passwords encryption and censoring tool on the server side ? cut / copy / paste compatibility for Microsoft Windows

tools, hyperlinks support and administrators management on the client component What's New in This Release: Server : ? ADDED : About window. ?

ADDED : Support for file transfert. (Oliv) ? PREPARED : WindowsNT Service. ? PREPARED : Admis can promute admin (#082211045801). ? FIXED :

Port number in log. ? FIXED : Port number displayed. ? FIXED : bug with some alias. ? FIXED : Vulnerability with aliases. Client : ? ADDED : Server

disconnect support.(Lars) ? ADDED : Support for bc:// URLs. ? ADDED : Option window. ? ADDED : Option to disable sound. ? ADDED : Option to

display time on each message. ? ADDED : File Transfert.(Oliv & Heis Spiter) ? ADDED : Special characters escaped automatically (in the beginning of

line). ? OPTIMIZED : Client list. ? OPTIMIZED
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Bird Chat combo is a software suite, including server and client components, providing tools and environment to run instant messaging and chat application

on the server side. As much clients may be installed and launched for users on workstations. Instant messaging may be used as collaborative in working

production environment, or in playing or thematic groups as well. The server component is designed to manage users with sufficient security conditions,

with users' flow control mechanism to control possible garbage on the server from robots and automated messaging external software. Another feature is

designed using customizable artificial intelligence for chat animation by generating a regulated traffic. The software technology used allows low ressources

consumption either on the server and the client side using few internal and network power. So the server can manage lots of clients without overflow risks.

The server user interface provides features for regular transactions and a log file stores events and transactions to allow traceability and security of the

system. The client user interface is easy to use and powerful. Users can manage a list of available servers, iwhen particpating to several users networks.

Features: ? graphical user interface (GUI), kick support, passwords encryption and censoring tool on the server side ? cut / copy / paste compatibility for

Microsoft Windows tools, hyperlinks support and administrators management on the client component What's New in This Release: Server : ? ADDED :

About window. ? ADDED : Support for file transfert. (Oliv) ? PREPARED : WindowsNT Service. ? PREPARED : Admis can promute admin

(#082211045801). ? FIXED : Port number in log. ? FIXED : Port number displayed. ? FIXED : bug with some alias. ? FIXED : Vulnerability with aliases.

Client : ? ADDED : Server disconnect support.(Lars) ? ADDED : Support for bc:// URLs. ? ADDED : Option window. ? ADDED : Option to disable sound.

? ADDED : Option to display time on each message. ? ADDED : File Transfert.(Oliv & Heis Spiter) ? ADDED : Special characters escaped automatically

(in the beginning of line). ? OPTIMIZED : Client list. ? OPTIMIZ b7e8fdf5c8
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Bird Chat Combo [32|64bit]

We are still looking for more bug fixes as are closing in on our first release. Bird Chat Features: Installation Instruction: License Terms: Trademark: Use of

Bird Chat software within Business or Government Network is strictly limited to use for the purpose of Instant Messaging and Collaboration. This product is

free for personal use, but using it for commercial purpose is prohibited. What is New in Bird Chat 13.0.0.6880: Preview/Update: The most recent BirdChat

source code has been posted on BitBucket. You can download the version v13.0.0.6830 right now. Reporting Bugs: Source Code: Source Code: Source

Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source Code: Source

Code: Source Code:

What's New in the Bird Chat Combo?

Bird Chat is a suite of applications providing Collaborative Instant Messaging and Chatting Bugs Fixed : MEMORY: On clients the cMemory.exe (task

manager) reports the lack of memory when Bird Chat is trying to handle more users than the physical RAM available to the system. On server side, the

memory used is not equal than the machine configuration to handle more users than the physical RAM available to the system. (after windows repairs).

(Bugfix #103844) MLP2X: BirdChat's MLP2X module requires that its library be installed in a specific place, as it expects that the directory where it is

installed to be called "MLP2X" and not "mlp2x". The script files of MLP2X still run into the same error, causing that the server can not initialize. The

solution to that error was to create a directory under "appl" and configure the service for that directory as the installation directory. (Fix by Oliver Baly)

SERVER: On clients, the user is not able to use the mouse pad to change the chat status. (Fix by Kris) SYSTEM: System can't find "NIVOISERVER\500"

Installing the server can result in an "Installation failed" on NIVOISERVER\500 (5005), but you can stop the installation at any time. (Update by Olivier

Berge) CLIENT: The "Text" property is not taken into account in some instances in the property grid, and the property is not saved (and applied). (Fix by

Olivier) XML: BirdChat can't read an XML file if the second layer of indentation is greater than 3. (Fix by Olivier) COMPILE: EXE file created with a

different architecture than the original one fails to run correctly (issue 899). (Fix by Olivier) COMPILE: The "MakeSelf" executable is not named core. (Fix

by Olivier) COMPILE: INI file with line breaks and new lines is not read correctly (issue 1015) (Fix by Olivier) CLI: The command line options "-c " has to

be prefixed with the string "AB" (Issue by Olivier) CLI: The login class can call a method of a base
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System Requirements For Bird Chat Combo:

Intel Pentium 4 or later Broadcom BCM 4306 / 6100 Series or compatible 1 GB RAM C: disk space of 1 GB DVD or CD-R/CD-RW drive 80 GB HDD

space DirectX 9.0c Anti-virus software 128-bit or higher Windows system Broadband Internet connection with TCP/IP Mouse and keyboard for the

installation Sound card Network connectivity, such as ADSL/ADSL2+ Ability to get online
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